PLUS-IT™ SPEC SHEET
Plus-It can be carried two
ways

Plus-It opened

Perfect World Luggage part number:
ET1680(A) - MILITARY or ET0840 - non-military

*NEW NSN: 6530 01 567 4825
OLD NSN: 6530 01 528 1698

Formerly called, “Insert-it Standard”, “Organize-it Standard”, “Frog Bag”
Formerly Iron Duck- Fleming Industries part # 38103

Plus-It is a variant of Expand-It™, the carry-along, hanging “drawer system” that keeps supplies handy, visible, acces-

sible and free of debris. Plus-It’s 8 clear pockets allow instant visual inventory of the smallest supplies. Its gusseted
pockets accommodate bulky items while securing smaller items. Its flexible construction reduces wasted space in transport vehicles and at base facilities. Its lightweight, efficient design reduces fatigue and stress. The adjustable shoulder
strap and padded handles allow multiple options for carrying and deployment. Intuitive pockets on the Plus-It exterior
make color coordination of more than one pack quick and simple. Proprietary “double” pockets on the exterior keep private papers private.
Plus-It specs:
Plus-It features:
Exterior/ Interior Material:
• “Super-Ballistic” 1680D nylon
1680 denier “super-ballistic” nylon (military)
(military level) or 840D
Plus-It interior layout
or
“ballistic” nylon throughout.
840 denier “ballistic” nylon
These materials repel debris
and dust. Easy to clean.
Empty Wt:
2 lbs
• 3 ft adjustable shoulder strap.
Size:
Closed: 22” L x 12” W x 2+” D
Shoulder strap can be configOpen: 22”L x 22”W x 2+” D
ured 2 ways for comfortable
carrying or can be removed
Pockets:
altogether
if needed.
Interior:
2 @ 9” W x 2” H x 1+” D
•
Exterior
pockets
on all sides for
6 @ 6+” W x 5+” H x 1+” D
easy
color-coordination
within
all attached, “gusseted”
a
multi-bag
system
Exterior:
2 @ 3” W x 2” flat business card
2 @ 4+” W x 6+” H flat “labeling”
• 2 exterior “double” pockets for
2 @ 8.5” W x 11” H “double”*
safe storage of private papers
display
- * “double” pocket features a 2-layer pocket sys
tem with one “hidden” pocket behind a dis
play pocket.
Diagram not to scale
- All pockets are flat but “gusseted” for expansion
- all pockets are made of clear vinyl with Velcro closures
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